
Chapter 891
Chen Fei did not answer, just picked up a bottle of wine. With a flick of his hand, he poured
liquor on Yang Mingkui and Li Dong.

The two suddenly became furious. Li Dong pointed at Chen Fei and shouted: "Slap me,
kill him."

Suddenly, several bodyguards rushed out, and they started fiercely against Chen Fei
Too.

Li Dong and Yang Mingkui saw their teeth clenched and shouted.

"Fight, fight fiercely to me."

"Mom, I have so no one would dare move me in Hong Kong. Now you this little place,
dare I poured the wine, is simply seeking death."

"Waste his hands "

However, before the two of them shouted, there was a scream of screaming.

The bodyguards were not close to Chen Fei at all, and were thrown out by Chen Fei
directly. One of them was even more tragic. Chen Fei was directly thrown off the railing and
dropped to the first floor. He fell heavily, and a spit of blood spewed out of his mouth. He
passed out directly.

At this time, Li Dong and Yang Mingkui were dumbfounded, and his gaze towards Chen
Fei became dull. "You, you--"

Chen Fei stepped forward and looked at Li Dong coldly, pointing at the left on the table
The next champagne, said coldly: "Now, do you agree to apologize?"

"This--" Li Dong looked at the dozen bottles of wine, his throat rolled, and felt that it was
a bit difficult to breathe.

Chen Fei cold channel: "?. How, it seems not to apologize, to my hands up,"

Li Dong heard, suddenly shocked, and quickly waved, said: "No, I do not have to
apologize, I would like to apologize."

Then , Li Dong and Yang Mingkui gritted their teeth and each picked up a bottle of wine
and raised their heads to their mouths, and they were about to prepare to drink wine.

But at this moment, a sound of footsteps walked up the second floor, and a
middle-aged man's voice rang, "Stop."

Several people suffocated and looked toward the stairs.



I saw a burly man in his early thirties, followed by a group of security guards at the bar.
Beside this burly man, there was also the waiter who had just stopped Chen Fei from going
upstairs.

The waiter pointed at Chen Fei and said: "Boss Yan is him." The

boss Yan followed Chen Fei and said in a deep voice: "This gentleman is making
trouble in my place. You asked me for my opinion. Was it? "

Wen Yan, Li Dong and Yang Mingkui's complexion changed, a look of surprise
appeared on their faces, and put down the bottle in their hands. His eyes looked forward to
the Yan boss.

Chen Fei frowned, looking at Boss Yan, and said coldly: "You don't know me?"

Boss Yan sneered coldly , and said: "The waiter just said, your name is Chen Fei. I
don't know what Chen Fei, Even if I knew that in my Yan Biao's place, no one could break
the rules. "

" People who break the rules must pay the price! "Yan Biao's tone dropped, and he
stared at Chen Fei fiercely.

Chen Feidao: "What's the cost?"

Yan Biao glanced at the corner of his mouth, one leg stepped to the side, stood his legs
away, pointed at his crotch, and said, "Climb from here, this time, I can forget it "

After that, a group of bodyguards and waiters behind Yan Biao looked at Chen Fei with
pride.

Li Dong and Yang Mingkui are also looking forward to their hearts. After all, if Yan Biao
softened Chen Fei's clothing, it would be a relief for them.

At the moment, Chen Fei looked down and looked at Yan Biao. His tone was so
dreadful and he said coldly, "You came to Longjiang recently?"

Yan Biao did n’t speak, and the waiter spoke arrogantly, “Our brother Biao came to
Longjiang City a month ago, and he knocked down some of the bullies here, and he became
the boss here in just one month. Why, you Biao brother and we would like to try "?

Yan Biao look of pride, fist clenched creaky, look to Chen Fei, a condescending attitude,
he said:"? now, I know it's terrible, " "

climb past , And then kowtowed to call me Biao. I can forget about today's affairs. "Biao
pointed to his crotch.

Chen Fei's eyes swept coldly, and it was about to break out. Just then, his cell phone
rang.



As soon as Chen Fei looked at the telegram, it was Huang Wei who called and
immediately connected the phone.

"Brother Fei, I'm going to the bar immediately, and I'll come in soon. Huo Dongwei is all
right?" Huang Wei said.

Chen Fei said: "It's okay. If you come, bring some people over."

"Uh--" Huang Wei was a little surprised, but he didn't ask too much, and immediately
responded with "Ok", and then hung up.

When Yan Biao heard Chen Fei, he sneered and said, "Calling people? It seems that
you are not convinced."

Immediately, he shook his head, his eyes dropped, and stared at Chen Fei with a cold
voice, "Originally , I just need to climb over from under my crotch. But now, I have changed
my mind. I will give up on you. "

" Give me! "Yan Biao waved, and the security guard behind him suddenly swarmed. ,
Rushing towards Chen Fei, we must start.

At a critical moment, Huang Wei rushed upstairs breathlessly and slammed, "Give me a
hand. Damn, you ate the bear heart leopard, and dare to start with Fei Ge, are you looking
for death?"

Everyone heard the voice He couldn't help but feel shocked, Qi Qi looked over at
Huang Wei.

When Yan Biao saw a fat man like Huang Wei gasping up, he could not help but reveal
a slight look of contempt, and said: "Who are you?"

It was the waiter who saw Huang Wei, but couldn't help but look surprised and hurried
to Yan Biao. : "boss, this man is Michael we Longjiang City-day entertainment boss,
Huodong Wei that he's heard that, he was very forces behind many people support..."

"who cares what I fart forces! What is supported. In my case, the fist is the biggest
reason. "Yan Biao spit out a sneer, glared at Huang Wei, shouted," Go away, there is nothing
about you here, I don't want to mess with you. Go away now! "

Huang Wei's eyes were cold and he said coldly:" You open your dog's eyes and see
clearly. This is Brother Chen Feifei, my boss, and you dare to move Fei Brother. I think you
don't want to be confused in Longjiang City? "

" What a shit, I don’t— "Yan Biao looked disdainful.

It was the waiter who suddenly thought of something at the moment. His face suddenly
changed, and he looked at Chen Fei in surprise. Then he quickly hurried to Yan Biao and



said, "Boss, this Fei Ge. It is our local big brother in Longjiang Guys, the power is great, and
the force seems to be very strong. Even our Yao family of the martial arts family in Longjiang
City is not his opponent, I am

afraid— " " What martial arts family, shit. " Spit, squeezed his fists, and then said, "Laozi
followed the master from the blood and corpses. What dog breaks the martial arts, in my
eyes, is just a little trick."

"All for me Go! "Biao drank aloud and let the security guards start.

Chapter 892
At this moment, there was a clatter of footsteps downstairs.

A group of fierce people rushed directly into the bar, slammed, and quickly and
accurately pressed the security guard in the bar, "Who dares to move Brother Fei to find
something dead!"

"What's going on?" Like, can not help but change his complexion.

At this time, a security guard standing near the window shook his voice: "Boss, no, it's
not good. You, look

outside-- " Biao looked out of the window, and the others turned their heads and looked
out At a glance at the scene outside, everyone suddenly became stupid.

On the prosperous streets, all of them are people at the moment. Hundreds of people
crowded toward the bar here gathered, uttered a sound feeding a sound, "Allen, Allen!"

"It's -" For a time, everyone instantly pale complexion.

The waiter suddenly felt fear, his legs became soft, and said to Yan Biao: "Boss, I,

we-- " Yan Biao gritted his teeth and sneered: "How about many people. I have never
seen Yan Biao in any situation, Lao Tzu let them see what they know today, what is called
real strength. "During the

speech, Yan Biao slammed with a big fist at the mouth of the bowl, banging towards
Chen Fei.



Feeling Yan Biao's offensive, Chen Fei narrowed his eyes slightly and felt a surprise.
This Yan Biao's strength is actually stronger than he imagined, even with the strength of
martial arts in the middle of the Xuan level.

This level of martial art master, even came to Longjiang City as a bully boss, Chen Fei
felt a little strange.

However, a little thoughts flying, did not affect Chen Fei's determination.

Facing Yan Biao's fierce fist, Chen Fei directly shot his claws and pinched his fist.

Then, while Yan Biao was still stunned, Chen Fei twisted hard. Suddenly, Yan Biao's
arm was twisted into a strange angle, and the bones made a clicking sound, which made
people feel numb.

Yan Biao, who was originally burly and majestic, was screaming with great pain, his
forehead had blue bursts, and his blood vessels almost burst.

"Ah, you, you let me go. Me, my master is Tieshan, he will not let you go, you--" Yan
Biao shouted.

However, before finishing the speech, Chen Fei threw him out of the second floor with a
strong effort, directly hitting the dance floor on the first floor, and passed out instantly.

At this moment, the crowd swarmed and surrounded the bar directly, and almost
everyone in it was controlled.

The smug waiters and security guards just now shrugged their heads one at a time,
their bodies trembling constantly, and they looked terrified.

Especially the waiter, his legs were trembling at the moment, and between them, a
turbulent heat rushed out. This kid was even scared to pee directly.

Chen Fei waved his hand and motioned to throw him out.

Then, look to Li Dong and Yang Mingkui body, cold voice opening: "?? I let you drink to
apologize, how to stop the defection just want to do,"

Li Dong and Yang Mingkui glanced at the crowded bar in the number of hundreds of
people, like The rattle generally shook his head quickly, and quickly said: "No, no."

"That's still stunned, drinking!" Chen Fei said coldly.

"Yes, yes!" Li Dong and Yang Mingkui quickly picked up the bottle, faced his mouth, and
began to pour it up.

The liquor murmured, and the two were instantly filled with white eyes.



At this time, Chen Fei coldly said, "leak a drop, add a bottle."

Suddenly, the two of them hurriedly closed their mouths, daring not to leak a little liquor,
and were used to the liquor.

In this way, one bottle, two bottles, three bottles of

Li Dong and Yang Mingkui's favorite drinking and entertainment in ordinary days have
become the most painful thing at the moment. The two felt their stomachs were going to be
blown up, and there was a burning pain in their stomach and throat.

However, under Chen Fei's deterrence, they dared not have any stagnation and kept
getting used to drinking.

In the end, the two almost passed out, finally pouring more than ten bottles of wine into
their stomachs.

Seeing this, Chen Fei snorted, and then took Huo Dongwei and Huang Wei away from
the bar.

Seeing Chen Fei leave, Li Dong and Yang Mingkui wowed suddenly, and vomited
violently. Finally, the whole person almost passed out.

Outside, Chen Fei gave Huang Wei a sum of money to reward his brother who came to
help.

Then, Chen Fei drove in person, took Huo Dongwei away from the bar, and sent her
home.

When Chen Fei left, what he didn't notice was. At the door of the Haihao Hotel
opposite, Dong Hao, who came out with Yao Yu, looked at the back of Chen Fei and Huo
Dongwei leaving, his eyes flashing.

The next day, Chen Fei made a special trip to Weitian Entertainment. Asked Huang Wei
about the company's situation. At the same time, it was ordered that all artists signed by
Weitian Entertainment Company must not allow anyone, including customer superiors, to
ask them to carry out activities such as accompanying wine and eating.

Moreover, for customers with similar requirements, Weitian Entertainment will also
suspend cooperation.

For this order, the company's artists are naturally very happy and feel Chen Fei's
powerful protection. For a time, their sense of belonging to Weitian Entertainment was
stronger.

After coming from Weitian Entertainment, Chen Fei returned home and waited for his
wife to get off work.



However, until the sky became dark, Lin Qiuhan did not return home. This made Chen
Fei a little worried, and immediately called a phone to ask the situation, "Wife, it's so late,
how come you haven't returned home yet?"

Lin Qiuhan said: "There was some trouble on the road, the car broke down."

"The car broke down." "It's over!" Chen Fei hurriedly said, "Where are you? I'll pick you
up."

Lin Qiuhan said: "No, I've got a taxi back, and I'm almost home now."

"Well, well, I'll go out to meet you." Chen Fei hung up the phone and walked out of the
villa.

Just when Chen Fei had just walked out of the villa, his phone rang.

When Chen Fei looked at the number, it was a call from Master Xie Yuan Xie.
Suddenly, he moved his heart and hurriedly answered the phone.

Without waiting for him to speak, Xie Yuan over there immediately said seriously: "Mr.
Chen,

something is wrong ." "What's the matter?" Chen Fei's heart tightened and his tone
became serious.

You know, Chen Fei originally arranged for Xie Yuan to guard himself and protect Jiuye
Bingluo on the outskirts of the provincial capital. However, after returning from Yuxi province
this time, Chen Fei ripened Jiuye Bingluohua and took it by himself, so he would not need
him to protect it.

Therefore, Chen Fei once again arranged a task for Xie Yuan. That is to protect those
close to you.

Xie Yuan was originally a master of martial arts. Following Chen Fei this year, his
strength has improved a lot, and he has reached the level of the late Xuan level. He is
definitely a master.

Coupled with his extensive friendships, the people of the Three Religions and Nine
Classes also know a lot. Therefore, Chen Fei let him pull a group of people, responsible for
secretly protecting the safety of those around him.

Now, Xie Yuan called to tell the situation, Chen Fei naturally thought that the safety
problems of the people around him were out of status, so he immediately became nervous.



Chapter 893
Xie Yuan quickly said: "Mr. Chen, it's Miss Lin's business."

"Qiu Han, how is she--" Chen Fei felt tight, thinking of the problem with the car that Lin
Qiu Han and himself had just said, "What the hell happened?" ? "

Xie Yuan said:" He is, we just result in secret to protect Miss Lin, Miss Lin's broken car
on the road after we waited for a taxi Lin gone, I checked the car and found the car damage
is man-made... "

What!" Chen Fei was shocked and his expression became serious. "Someone wants to
start with Qiu Han? Qiu Han is now--"

"Mr. Chen, I have been following Miss Lin. Her safety is no problem. Immediately It's
time for the villa. "Xie Yuan said.

Hearing this, Chen Fei quickly walked out of the villa compound, and really saw a car
drive in. Behind the car, in the darkness, Chen Fei saw a faint shadow, it was Xie Yuan.

Quickly stepping forward, Chen Fei hurriedly took Lin Qiuhan out, very concerned:
"Wife, are you okay!"

Lin Qiuhan looked at Chen Fei strangely, and said, "I just stopped the car halfway, it's
okay." Why are you so nervous? "

Chen Fei didn't want to let his wife think, he smiled and said:" Nothing, I just didn't see
your wife for a while, I missed it so much, so I was nervous. "

Wen Yan, Lin Qiuhan couldn't help but blush . , Mouth can not help but raised. Without
saying that, he still glared at Chen Fei, stepped, and stepped into the villa. "You are
slippery."

"Wife, I am sincere!" Chen Fei said with a smile and brought his wife into the villa, and
The wife chatted a few words and watched his wife take a bath.

Chen Fei looked sad and walked to the villa courtyard, Shen said, "What's the matter?"

Xie Yuan walked out of the shadow of the courtyard and reported: "My people just
checked Miss Lin's vehicle and found that the fuel tank of the car was moved. The car
leaked oil and eventually turned off."

"Hands and feet!" "Chen Fei's eyes were cold, and there was an anger in his body."

Xie Yuan said: "According to our speculation, the other party should not want to
assassinate Miss Lin. Otherwise, they can install a bomb directly on the fuel tank, or move
the engine and other key parts to create a car accident to harm Miss Lin."



"But they did not do so. Yes, I guess the other party wants to catch Miss Lin alive. Or for
other purposes. "

Chen Fei heard and thought for a while, and asked:" Are there any suspicious people
found at the scene? "

Xie Yuan shook his head and said," I followed Come here. No suspicious people were
found. "

" Or, the other party didn't really want to shoot this time. Or, the other party found me,
so they didn't do it. If it is the latter, the other party's strength may be a bit scary! " Xie Yuan
said seriously.

Chen Fei also nodded with a frown, his eyes showing a positive color. Indeed, Xie Yuan
is now a master of the late Xuan level, and is secretly protected. As a result, the opponent
was able to discover Xie Yuan in advance and did not disturb Xie Yuan. Then the strength of
the other party is probably at least at the level of the Xuan level peak, and may even reach
the level of the prefecture level.

People with this kind of strength have to worry about Lin Feihan.

Asked some questions again, Xie Yuan did not have much clue here. Chen Fei asked
him to send someone to check as soon as possible, but he returned to the villa.

Chen Fei joined Lin Qiuhan who had just finished bathing and smiled, "My wife, I will go
to work with you tomorrow!"

"Uh, why did you suddenly want to go to work? Usually seven days a week, you can be
in the company for two days. What's wrong with this? Is it turning? "Lin Qiuhan looked at
Chen Fei with a surprised look.

Chen Fei suddenly felt a black thread, and still explained with a smile: "I am not thinking
of my wife you? I do not seem to be separated from you for a moment. So, in the future, I will
commute

with you every day." "As you like "" Lin Qiuhan said casually, his attitude did not seem
to care much. But there was a smile on the corner of his mouth.

In the next few days, Chen Fei became Lin Qiuhan's personal bodyguard, escorting her
all the way to and from work, and even in the company, she wanted to stick to Lin Qiuhan's
side.

If Lin Qiuhan forced him out of the president's office, Chen Fei would even accompany
Lin Qiuhan to work together.

After a few days of personal protection, Chen Fei did not find the abnormal situation
once, which made him feel a little strange.



People who want to use Lin Qiuhan's hands this time, even if they are masters, they
can't have any movement at all. Could it be that Xie Yuan ’s previous guess was wrong and
the car broke down just as an accident?

Just when Chen Fei was thinking, Wei Tian's phone came over, and his tone seemed a
little anxious, "Fei Ge, help me, help!"

"What's wrong?" Chen Fei was shocked and hurriedly said.

Wei Tiandao: "Brother Fei, someone came to my martial arts hall to play. Now,
everyone in the martial arts hall is defeated. Zhang Mang and I are also injured. The other
party is clamoring to remove my Weitian martial arts hall from Longjiang City."

"You and Zhang Mang are both defeated?" Chen Fei was shocked, Wei Tian and Zhang
Mang, but they had some initial strength of Xuan level.

This level of strength is definitely a very good master for ordinary warriors. But they all
failed. This shows that the people who play in the museum are definitely masters.

Thinking of this, Chen Fei moved in his heart and will soon go to help.

But just before Chen Fei was about to leave, he thought of his wife Lin Qiuhan, and
couldn't help but move in secret. He secretly said: "Isn't this the way to tune the tiger away
from the mountain? The other party led me away by kicking the pavilion and then started
against Lin Qiuhan."

Can not rule out this possibility, Chen Fei could not help worrying.

The security of his wife cannot be ignored, but Wei Tian is also a good brother of his
own, and it is impossible for him to sit and watch.

In a hurry, Chen Fei thought of Sun Fengqin and just called her to let her protect Lin
Qiuhan's safety.

Then, Chen Fei came to the Weitian Wuguan.

At the moment the Wuguan entrance was surrounded by a group of people, and there
were even a group of reporters outside. The crowd of people seemed very lively.

Chen Fei squeezed the crowd and went straight into the martial arts hall. Wei Tian
hurried forward to greet him, "Brother Fei, you are finally here."

"What the hell is going on?" Chen Fei asked.

Wei Tian took Chen Fei into the martial arts market, and introduced the situation,
saying: "Fei Brother, this morning. Suddenly a strong man came, he brought a few
apprentices, saying he was going to compare with us "



" We only tried to play against each other, so we agreed to the other party. The result
was unexpected, the other party started fiercely. As soon as we started, we abandoned one
of our team members. We were angry, and we asked them to reason. But their attitude is
very bad. People who have poor strength deserve to die."

Chapter 894
Hearing this, Chen Fei frowned.

Wei Tian continued: "Me and Zhang Mang stepped forward immediately, preparing to
let them apologize. But they didn't expect that their strength exceeded our expectations.
Zhang Mang and I joined forces and were not opponents of each other's apprentices. "

Speaking of which, Wei Tian looked a little sad.

Chen Fei's eyes were also condensed, his expression serious.

At this time, the two came to the infield position. The people in the Weitian Wuguan saw
Wei Tian and Chen Fei coming and hurried forward to meet them.

Opposite them, a group of people looked at it.

Chen Fei's eyes naturally turned to the opposite side. I saw that among the few people
across from him, a man with a height of nearly two meters, who was as burly as a giant, was
particularly conspicuous. Beside the strong man, there are several young people.

Wei Tian introduced in Chen Fei's ear: "Brother Fei, the strong man is Tieshan. The four
people around him are his apprentices."

Speaking of which, Chen Fei's eyes fell on those apprentices, and his eyes could not
help. A look of surprise appeared. Because he found a familiar figure in the crowd.

It was the young boss, Yan Biao, who met in the bar the other day.

At that time, Chen Fei abolished Yan Biao. That Yan Biao also threatened Chen Fei that
his master was Tie Shan, and Chen Fei should be careful.

Now think of it, Chen Fei could not help but sink in his voice, coldly said: "It is you."

Yan Biao also found Chen Fei at the moment, with a resentful face, pointed at Chen
Fei, and said to the burly brave man Tieshan :. "Master, I am he destroy you must call the
shots for me ah!"



brawny Tieshan gently nodded his head, looked at Chen Fei, said: "? you're breaking
this backing martial arts"

Chen Fei looked at the strong man and said in a deep voice, "What do you want to do?"

Tieshan looked at the disciples around him and smiled and said, "What do I want to do?
I just looked at Wuguan and didn't look good. I came over and tried it, but I didn't expect that
all of you would be vulnerable. It was all rubbish."

"Now, I am also taking revenge for my apprentice." Tieshan said, "Are you
self-disciplined, or do you want me to do it?"

Chen Fei looked at the Tieshan coldly and said in a deep voice: "If you challenge, I will
be As for the matter of abolishing your apprentice, it is his deserved job. If you want to take
revenge, go with it. "

" Crazy! "

" Bold! "

" Looking for the dead! "

Several apprentices of Tieshan suddenly slammed. The reporters around him were also
crackling shots, and the atmosphere was very warm.

Tieshan waved his hand, looked at Chen Fei, raised his lips, and showed a sneer,
saying: "You are very confident! I also learned some information about you. I heard that you
are the first martial arts master in Longjiang City. I'd like to see, which is Longjiang City,
unmanned, or how, but she was a feather boy took the throne, is simply ridiculous. " "

is! " " a

group of garbage! " "

Langdexuming ! "

Several apprentices laughed and shouted again. They also deliberately pose various
provocative gestures towards the reporter's camera, which seems very arrogant.

Tie Shan even glanced at the many reporters on the scene, and then said directly to
Chen Feilang: "Just as a multimedia reporter is here today, I will challenge Chen Fei in
public."

"Challenge me?" Chen Fei's face fell.

Tieshan nodded and said loudly: "Yes! Challenge you, challenge you, the so-called
master of Longjiang."



"If I win, you Chen Fei will kneel on my ground, knock three times, and say softly. Do
you dare?" Tieshan looked at Chen Fei provocatively.

Several apprentices immediately coaxed up.

"Boy, dare to accept my Master's challenge?"

"Haha, the guy with the nickname, I think I'm scared."

"All photographed, look at this so-called Longjiang master, what is virtue!"

For a time, the cameras of many reporters crackled.

After all, someone challenges Chen Fei and the first martial arts master in Longjiang
City. This is a big headline news and is definitely worth tracking.

Some media reporters on the website immediately sent back the news and immediately
updated the latest news and news on the Internet. Some reporters even started live
broadcasting directly on their mobile phones.

For a time, the entire Longjiang City network boiled.

Everyone in the martial arts, watching the lively melon-eating crowd, and the
stakeholders. All concerned about this challenge and live broadcast.

Even with the rapid spread of online news, some martial arts people from other
provinces have also paid attention to this challenge.

After all, before defeating Sun Fengqin and winning the Wudao General Assembly of
the five provinces, together with what happened in Yuxi Province, Chen Fei has a certain
reputation in the martial arts world. There are naturally many people in the martial arts who
are concerned about this.

For a time, in the live broadcast of the barrage and comments, all kinds of discussions
have crossed.

"This Maotou is the first martial arts master in Longjiang City, which is too funny!"

"Oh, ignorant guy, he knows to look at the surface. Chen Fei even defeated famous
masters like Sun Fengqin and Yue Qiaoxi People, you say funny. I think you are funny. "

"Yes, I even heard. Not long ago, even Yueqing Wuyue's grandfather of Yue's Yue
Family in Yuqing City was defeated by Chen Fei. Chen Fei is now a master at the prefecture
level."

"I am optimistic about Chen Fei in this competition. "

Yeah, do any of you know that the big guy who is facing the challenge, what



is the origin ?" "It looks very real! It doesn't look like our Chinese martial arts circles!"

"If it is a master of fame, at least circle should be some news ah! " "

Do and Chen Fei previous one, is hidden master. " "

Look how big that strength in the end, can only wait for the shot to know. "

lively on the network, the site at the moment The atmosphere is more tense.

Chen Fei looked at Tieshan, looking cold and indifferent, and said: "You said, if you win,
I will apologize. Then, if I win?"

Tieshan was confident and waved his hand, saying : "If so You win, you can do
whatever you want me to do! "As

soon as this word came out, there was a buzz on the Internet and the scene.

"This big

guy, I'm too confident!" "It's self-confidence, I think it's arrogant. Doesn't he know Chen
Fei's previous record?"

"However, he dare to say that, I think it really has a hole card, otherwise If so, how
could it be so self-confident? "

Chen Fei said, slightly surprised. This sudden challenge to himself is really strange and
weird.

However, at this moment the other party had hit the door, since there was no
conspiracy at the moment. Chen Fei simply didn't want to, no matter what the other party
wanted to do, just smash it.

Chapter 895
Seeing this, Chen Fei immediately caught up.

  The other party's reaction was also very fast. The chaser who was behind him had
an instantaneous increase in speed and fled quickly.

  However, Chen Fei's real strength is the master of the top of the heaven. At this
moment, the speed bursts out. Within half a minute of kung fu, he narrowed the distance
with the other party and chased behind the man in black.



  The man in black didn't seem to think that Chen Fei was so fast, he even caught up
in such a short time.

  But the other party's reaction was also very fast. Seeing that he could not escape,
he immediately stood still and slammed back against Chen Fei.

  This blow, roaring and roaring, is impressive, and at least has the strength of the
Xuan level peak level.

  However, Chen Fei was not afraid and banged directly at him with a punch. With a
snap, Chen Fei blasted the opponent's offensive with a punch, and then the fist continued to
bang, hammering towards the opponent's chest.

  The man in black was a little caught off guard and hurriedly backed away, but Chen
Fei's offensive continued.

  Seeing that he couldn't avoid it, the man in black grabbed it smoothly and blocked
the unconscious Sun Xi directly in front of him, shouting to Chen Fei: "I didn't expect Mr.
Chen's strength to be stronger than we thought! If she dies, then stop right away. "

  Seeing Sun Xi, Chen Fei almost burst out of fire in his eyes, and a anger burst into
the sky. But still had to stop the attack, stood still, looked at the man in black coldly, and said,
"You know me? If you know, then let her go now."

  The man in black shook his head and looked at Chen Fei said: "Of course I know
Mr. Chen. If Mr. Chen let me go first, I will let her go again."

  Chen Fei shook his head and said coldly: "This is impossible, I don't believe you. If
I let you go By the way, who can guarantee the safety of Sun Xi? "

  The man in black is staring at Chen Fei now, with a strong threat in his tone, "Mr.
Chen, you have to figure it out, it is now in my hands. You are not qualified to order me! I will
give you ten Seconds to make a decision! "

  Chen Fei narrowed his eyes and looked at the man in black. Instead of answering
immediately, he asked," Who are you, why did you start with Sun Xi? "

  The man in black chuckled and said, : "Who am I, Mr. Chen, you don't need to
know now."

  "You—" Chen Fei wanted to keep asking.

  At this moment, the man in black directly interrupted Chen Fei's words, and said
coldly, "Mr. Chen, don't think about procrastinating time. Now, there are six seconds left. You
have to make a choice."

  Chen Fei was silent for a while . , Slightly bowed his head, seemed hesitant.



  The man in black squeezed Sun Xi's neck with one hand, staring at Chen Fei with
both eyes, guarding against his sneak attack.

  Time passes by one minute and one second.

  The man in black became somber. "Thirty-two ..."

  Just before the countdown was over, Chen Fei raised his head violently, looked at
the man in black, and gave a loud drink.

  Suddenly, the man in black almost shook his body instinctively, and stared at Chen
Fei's eyes with his eyes.

  At this moment, Chen Fei's eyes flickered, and two red flame flowers fluttered out,
quickly flying to the eyes of the man in black.

  The man in black had no time to respond. When he recovered, he saw two golden
flames flying fast in front of him. The flame entered the eyes of the man in black and
instantly burned the eyes of the man in black into a scorched black.

  

The man in black hurriedly shot two streams of streamer and entered his eyes,
extinguishing the flames in his eyes. But at this time, his binocular had turned into two dark
holes and lost his eyes.

  At the same time, Chen Fei's figure flashed quickly and took Sun Xi over, holding
him in his arms.

  "Xiao Xi, are you okay?" Chen Fei looked at Sun Xi in his arms and called out, but
there was no response.

  "Has been knocked out?" Chen Fei was puzzled, and immediately held Sun Xi's
wrist, and began to diagnose her pulse.

  And with such a diagnosis, Chen Fei's complexion changed instantly.

  Immediately, Chen Fei had no choice but to take apart Sun Xi's clothes and take a
look at the waist and limbs behind Sun Xi.

  At the moment, a pale blue mark appeared on the white and tender skin. At first
glance, it looked like something like a birthmark. But if you look closely, you can see that the
faint blue mark turned out to be a lotus flower with a bud waiting to be placed.

  And this flower is very similar to the pattern of the flower on Lin Qiuhan's back.



  In an instant, Chen Fei's face sank, and he stared fiercely at the man in black. He
grabbed him in the air and asked sharply, "Nine Nine Ice Lotus Lotus Seeds, who the hell
are you, how can you have such a thing, why? Want to start with Sun Xi? Also, is the
nine-nice ice lotus lotus in Lin Qiuhan's body also related to you? "A

  series of questions came up, but the other person in black didn't answer any
questions but laughed Dao: "You know Jiuyou Binglian, it seems that we still underestimated
your strength and identity. However, against us, you have no good ending."

  Chen Fei squeezed the black man's throat fiercely and shouted sharply. : "Answer
my question, otherwise, I will kill you!"

  The man in black showed a smile and said: "Do you think that people like us will be
afraid of death?"

  "I have a thousand ways to make you better than death!" Chen Fei said coldly.

  The man in black shook his head and said with a smile: "Before letting me die, Mr.
Chen should better worry about his wife. Do you think your wife is safe now?"

  Chen Fei couldn't help being surprised when he said this. Panic.

  Taking advantage of Chen Fei's panic, the man in black patted his chest. Suddenly,
the body was shocked, the head was crooked, blood oozed from the corners of the mouth,
the whole person died instantly, and the breath of life disappeared.

  Feeling the death of the man in black, Chen Fei couldn't help but look down, and
left the body of the man in black on the ground, his eyes gloomy and terrible.

  At this time, Sun Fengqin also brought the Sun family.

  See the situation at the scene, Sunfeng Qin quickly asked: "Xiaoxi okay that black
people do??"

  Chen Fei said: "Men in Black is dead, unconscious Xiaoxi now we go back to
say.?"

  "Yes! "Sun Fengqin immediately arranged staff.

  When they carried the body of Sun Xi and the man in black on their way home,
they passed by the previous position.

  The burly village heads and villagers controlled by Sun Qiang are still chattering at
the moment. Especially the village chief, who was held by the Sun family, but still kept
yelling, "You are bullying the weak, you are illegal imprisonment. I'm going to the police, I
want to sue you."

  Many villagers at this moment The echoing shouted.



  "I'm injured. If you don't compensate, don't want to leave."

  "Even if you are rich, you can't just bully people."

  "We want a statement."

  ............

Chapter 896
Noisy crowd, let Chen Fei could not help but upset that he can turn his eyes scanned the
crowd of villagers, who then fell burly mayor, cold voice shouted: "? He says who you are
and how those collusion"

  burly village Long-spoken, I couldn't help but be surprised, but then pretended to
be silly and said: "Who, what collusion? I don't understand what you're talking about."

  Chen Fei turned around and slapped the head of the burly village directly, then
lifted Opening the cloth on the stretcher, revealing the dead body of the black man, he said
coldly: "He is dead, do you want to be like him?"

  Although the chief of the burly village has a hard mouth, after all, he is just an
ordinary person who saw a body. Suddenly, my body trembled, my eyes changed, and I
quickly waved my hand, "I, I don't, I didn't--"

  "Then tell me everything you know." Chen Fei coldly said.

  The head of the burly village hesitated a little, but then saw the corpse of the man
in black, shivered, and then explained the matter one by one.

  It turned out that yesterday, someone found the village head and gave him 50,000
yuan. Let him deliberately come to the mountains to make troubles this morning. Anyway, no
matter what method is used, as long as it can disturb the situation at the scene and hold
down the Sun family. After that, the other party will give him another 50,000 yuan.

  The temptation of a total of one hundred thousand yuan of money, the burly village
chief naturally cannot resist. So I spent a whole night thinking at home, and finally decided
on a plan.

  As soon as they discovered that the Sun family had arrived, they immediately
came up and began to find faults. They even incited the villagers to make trouble and disrupt
the water. This was also the fundamental reason why the burly village chief deliberately
made trouble when Sun Qiang promised to lose money several times.



  When the other villagers learned of the incident, all the angry eyes of the villagers
turned to the village chief for a time, and the fierce eyes seemed to tear him apart.

  "Damn, Lao Tzu, for the sake of the same ancestor, to help you! You count me."

  "I bleed, but you rely on us to make money. This time, you must give me a
statement, otherwise I will smash your house."

  "It is a shame for you to be a village chief like you, we demand Substitute. "

  ............ The

  villagers were overwhelmed by the excited opposition from the villagers.

  Chen Fei couldn't ask for more valuable information, so he didn't bother to deal
with such a small person. He was directly thrown to the angry villagers, and then took the
Sun family down the hill quickly.

  On the way, Chen Fei thought of what the man in black said before he died, and
was worried. He immediately reached out his cell phone and called Lin Qiuhan.

  Lin Qiuhan answered the phone, and some strange Chen Fei suddenly contacted.

  Lin Qiuhan's safety made Chen Fei relieved. However, she immediately explained
the situation and asked Lin Qiuhan to be careful in Xiangjiang to strengthen security.

  Lin Qiuhan nodded and agreed.

  Hang up the phone, then Chen Fei called Xie Yuan again, let him strengthen the
protection of Lin Qiuhan. I will rush to Xiangjiang as soon as possible.

  After all, this time the opponent is really a bit unusual.

  The man in black has at least the martial arts strength of the prefecture level.
Moreover, there is such a precious thing as Jiuyou Binglian Lotus Seed.

  This had to worry about Chen Fei, so for insurance purposes, he was still preparing
to rush to Xiangjiang himself to protect his wife's safety.

  The Sun family and his party quickly returned to their homes in the urban area. Sun
Fengqin's injury was only a martial arts injury, not too serious. After a short period of rest, he
was fine.

  It was Sun Xi who had hit the nine-you ice lotus lotus, and Chen Fei was very
concerned.



  You must know that Lin Qiuhan has also been planted with Nine You Binglian lotus
seeds. For

this situation, even now Chen Fei cannot solve it completely.

  Therefore, Chen Fei carefully inspected Sun Xi.

  After the inspection, Chen Fei was slightly relieved.

  Because the symbol of the lotus behind Sun Xi and the lotus seeds in his body are
very similar to Jiuyou Binglian. But it is not the real Nine Nine Ice Lotus Lotus Seeds, but the
six Nine Ice Lotus Lotus Seeds to be weak in all aspects.

  The six-you ice lotus and the nine-you ice lotus belong to the same species and
the same family, but the nine-you ice lotus is more precious than the six-you ice lotus, and
the effect is stronger and more rare.

  Now, Sun Xi is planted with these six peaceful ice lotuses, although the situation is
not as serious as Lin Qiuhan's. But after all, it is the same kind of thing, and for Fei, it is also
a bit troublesome.

  Although Chen Fei can alleviate Sun Xi's condition by relying on the true spirit of
his practice of "Jiuyang Burning Heavenly Trick", it is still somewhat difficult to solve the
problem without real side effects.

  Therefore, Chen Fei first infused Sun Xi with the breath of truth, relieved the cold
breath in her body, and made her wake up. Then I'm going to look for the right medicine and
see if I can cure Sun Xi's condition.

  He explained the situation with Sun Fengqin. Sun Lao was immediately angry,
worried and anxious. Chen Fei comforted her by saying that he would find a way, and then
left the Sun's house.

  Back home, Chen Fei thought for a while and then called Chang Feiyuan, the head
of Perak Gate in Yuxi province, to help him pay attention to see if he could find some
suitable medicine.

  After all, Chang Feiyuan now helps Chen Fei manage the Longyuan Medicine
Field, and the people he contacts with those who cherish medicinal materials are more
convenient than Chen Fei.

  Chang Feiyuan promised respectfully that he would do his utmost to help find the
few drugs Chen Fei needed.

  Chen Fei is just thinking about the matter of Chang Feiyuan, who can still help.

  Suddenly, a call came in.



  Seeing the caller's name as "Xie Yuan", Chen Fei could not help but clicked
immediately. "What's wrong?"

  Xie Yuan at the other end of the phone, with a quick and anxious voice, said
quickly: "Mr. Chen, bad. Miss Lin she hurt? " "

  What! "Startled Chen Fei, Li He said," I do not let you take good care of her? how
can an accident? Some people attacked the autumn Han? "

  Xie Yuan quickly explained : "Mr. Chen, this is not the case. No one attacked Ms.
Lin, but Ms. Lin's condition broke out, and she is now chilling. She invited the famous doctor
of Xiangjiang to come over, but she couldn't see the cause and could not be treated."

  Wen In words, Chen Fei immediately thought about the nine-nice ice lotus lotus in
Lin Qiuhan's body, and involuntarily thought of the matter of Sun Xi's six-nice ice lotus lotus.

  For a time, Chen Fei's voice fell, and immediately said: "You protect Qiuhan first,
and I will rush to Xiangjiang immediately."

  "Yes, Mr. Chen. Even at the cost of my life, I will also protect the safety of Miss Lin
"Xie Yuan firmly said.

  Chen Fei said a little softly, "Thank you. I was too anxious just now, and I don't
mind."

  Xie Yuan quickly said: "Mr. Chen , your words are heavy, your words are
commands, no need to apologize to me. "

  Okay, I'll rush to Xiangjiang immediately." Chen Fei hung up the phone and looked
dull.

  Immediately got up and picked up the most basic personal belongings, then
immediately ran out and hurried towards the airport.

  On the way, Chen Fei made a few calls, informed his friends and relatives about
their schedule, and then told some things. Immediately, I called Chang Feiyuan again and
said something about Jiu You Binglian, and asked him to inquire about the medicinal
materials as soon as possible.

  At the airport, Chen Fei immediately booked a ticket to Xiangjiang recently. Board
the plane and fly to Xiangjiang.



Chapter 897
After several hours of flying, Chen Fei was in a hurry, and the plane finally landed at
Xiangjiang International Airport.

  After getting off the plane and anxiously going through the relevant procedures,
Chen Fei took a hurried pace and was ready to walk out of the airport quickly.

  But at the airport exit location, there was a crowd of people crowded, and the exit
was almost blocked by water. What is even more amazing is that among these people, there
are many reporters carrying cameras and cameras, one by one anxiously and excitedly
facing the scene, the scene is noisy and crowded.

  Moreover, these reporters not only have Chinese faces, many of them are
foreigners, they are also crowded in the crowd at the moment, constantly looking toward the
exit.

  Chen Fei seeing this, could not help but curious, and whispered: "This is how is it
going to have the big names come it??"

  However, looked around, did not seem to find big names. Chen Fei didn't think
about it. He took a step, prepared to leave the airport, and rushed to his wife.

  But at this moment, a figure suddenly rushed to Chen Fei.

  Chen Fei was immediately alert, shot instinctively, and shot towards the other party.

  When he touched the opponent with the palm of his hand, he felt a softness, as if
he had photographed something straight.

  At this time, the figure also made a low exclaimed sound, "Ah!"

  Hearing the sound, Chen Fei fixed his eyes, only to find that the position he
photographed with such an instinctive palm turned out to be his chest The key part of the
front, for a time, he became a bit of a salty pig hand.

  "I'm sorry!" Chen Fei glanced at the girl with yellow hair, a cap and a pair of
sunglasses, quickly apologized, and then retracted his right hand.

  However, while Chen Fei was moving, the girl grabbed Chen Fei's arm and the
whole person took the initiative to lean over.

  At this time, Chen Fei was a little surprised. "

  You--" Before Chen Fei finished, the girl held Chen Fei's arm and leaned directly on
Chen Fei's side. The entire body almost had to snuggle into Chen Fei's arms. At the same
time, sweetly called out, "Dear."



  Although the softness of the girl's body makes Chen Fei feel good, now Chen Fei
does not have much thought. Frowning: "Beauty, did you admit the wrong person? I'm

  not— " Chen Fei was about to speak. The girl turned around, hugged Chen Fei
directly, looked up slightly, looked at Chen Fei, whispered: "No Say more, help me. "

  " Uh, this-- "Chen Fei is a little weird.

  The girl said: "You pretend to be my boyfriend, we will leave the airport together."

  Chen Fei felt strange, and immediately felt that this was a prank, so he shook his
head and said: "Beauty, I'm sorry, I still have things, no time to play with you. ""

  Chen Fei is about to get rid of the girl.

  But at this moment, the girl was holding Chen Fei's waist tightly with both hands, a
firm look, and said: "If you don't take me out, I won't let go."

  "How do you--" Chen Fei felt a little angry. .

  At this moment, the girl's tone was soft and she asked for help: "Handsome, help
me. I'm really in trouble, I won't hurt you, and, after this incident, I will repay you." I beg

  you— " Chen Fei couldn't stand the soft pleading voice of the girl, plus she really
didn't want to delay time, so she nodded and said," Well, I'll take you out. "

  " Thank you, handsome guy .

"The girl's original cry with a cry of pleading immediately turned into an excitement.
Finally she loosened Chen Fei's waist, and then took out a pair of headphones, handed
Chen Fei one, put on another, and leaned on Chen Fei leaned down slightly, listening to the
music.

  "Let's go. "Girl

  said . Chen Fei didn't say much. Let the girl put her arms around and walked
towards the exit. The

  closer to the exit, the darker crowd at the door, the more surprised Chen Fei was.

  When he walked out, he realized that there were more people at the door than he
saw inside, there were almost a thousand people, and there were many reporters with long
guns and short guns.

  "Is there really any big man coming? ? Chen Fei couldn't help but whispered.

  At this time, the girl pulled Chen Fei's arm and whispered: "Hug me tightly." "



  Chen Fei didn't ask much. He added a little force and hugged the girl. At this
moment, the girl almost buried her entire face in

  Chen Fei's arms. She looked very intimate. Chen Fei pushed away the black
crowd, and it was difficult to get inside." He came out.

  Finally, he left the airport and came to the taxi. Chen Fei gently pushed the girl who
was holding him by his side. "

  Who knows, the beautiful woman looked at Chen Fei with a pitiful look and said,"
Handsome man, I, I forgot to bring money. " Can you give me some money to take a taxi? "

  You—" At this time, Chen Fei really suspected that the girl was a liar.

  But when he heard the girl's pitiful voice, Chen Fei could not help but feel out of his
heart and felt his purse. The

  girl shook her head and said, "I don't know. "

  "You don't know, you--" Chen Fei felt like he was going to collapse.

  The girl explained: "I haven't been to Xiangjiang for a long time. I'm not familiar with
this place. I only know that the place I'm going to is called No. 38 Ziluolan Street. I don't
know how much it will cost."

  Chen Fei felt a little speechless. Now, I can only say: "Wait for a taxi, then ask the
driver."

  "Uh huh!" The girl nodded, then looked at Chen Fei, and greeted enthusiastically,
"Handsome, you too Not familiar with Xiangjiang! "

  " Well, this is my first time to Xiangjiang. "Chen Feidao.

  "So what are you doing here?" The girl asked.

  "Something!" Chen Fei didn't say much.

  The girl continued to ask: "Where are you going!"

  Chen Fei said: "Emperor Hotel."

  "Ah, the Emperor Hotel. That happened to be with me, let's go together." The girl
exclaimed with excitement.

  Chen Fei couldn't help but whiten her, and said: "Don't you say that you are not
familiar with Xiangjiang? How do you still know the way?" The



  girl threw her tongue at Chen Fei, rubbed her thin and fair fingers, and explained:
"Emperor The big hotel is very famous, and I just know these two famous places. "

  " You-"Chen Fei saw that the girl might be lying and was just about to say
something. Just then, a taxi drove over.

  The girl got into the taxi and said directly to the driver: "Master, go to No. 38 Violet
Street, and stop at the Emperor Hotel halfway."

The driver nodded and said, "Okay."

  Seeing this, Chen Fei knew that the girl didn't lie, and the two were really on the
way. So he didn't hesitate and got into the taxi.

Chapter 898
Netizens are full of noise and discussion. Some people doubt that someone agrees, and the
discussion is not lively.

  But for the warrior who saw this picture, it was quiet at the moment. Because, at
the moment, almost all of them were shocked, their eyes widened, and they looked at the
scene on the screen inconceivably. It seemed that they had not recovered from the shock.

  "Here, this is the true form of condensate. Here, this is a move that only the
Heavenly Warrior can master!"

  "Could Chen Fei reach the level of the Heavenly Warrior?"

  "The Heavenly Warrior in his early twenties, this is too It ’s incredible! ”

  “ No, it should n’t be a celestial warrior. Chen Fei is still a warrior at the ground
level. Although most of the true form can only be achieved by warriors at the ground level,
some warriors at the ground level can also practice under special circumstances. Cheng.
This is a special case of Chen Fei. "

  " This, this is not necessarily true ! "

  " No need to fight, whether it is a heaven-level warrior or a special ground-level
warrior. Chen Fei's strength is better than what we have seen before. It ’s even worse. We
still underestimated him! ”

  “ How old is he, to this extent. Is he really just an ordinary casual repairer? ”



  Mentioned this, many warriors could n’t believe it at the moment. .

  After all, in the martial arts world, even the disciples of the four major celestial
forces, in their twenties, there are very few who reach the prefecture level, let alone the
celestial level. In the past few decades, there has been no I have seen it.

  For a time, the discussion of Chen Fei's history in the martial arts world became
hot.

  However, at the moment, Chen Fei did not know about these hot discussions about
himself.

  After chasing him out of the martial arts hall, he was like an electric figure, pulling
out a residual image and chasing him in the direction of the viper's escape.

  The viper itself is a master at the ground level, definitely a very powerful warrior.
Moreover, her own style is to be flexible and changeable, assassination assassination is
known. Escape is her trick.

  At this moment, in less than thirty seconds, the viper had escaped two blocks
away.

  Looking at the boat arranged by the river not far away, the nervous viper was very
relieved, and quickly hurried towards the river boat.

  However, at this moment she was also confused in her heart, frowning and
whispering, "Then Chen Fei's last move, is it really true condensed form. If that is the case, it
would be too scary. It is so young The realm is really incredible. "

  " This kind of opponent is definitely a serious problem for our blood-bladed killer
organization. After going back this time, we must report the situation here to Song Kan boss,
and we must pay attention to Chen Fei. "

  When thinking about it, the poisonous snake rushed on the ship, and he couldn't
help but release a signal immediately, saying, "Start!"

  However, the ship did not move.

  The viper instantly became alert and quickly backed away, trying to leave the ship.

  But this time, a figure out of the cabin, stretching Shouyi Zhao, volley in place to
control the snakes, cold channel: "! You can not escape the"

  snake suddenly shocked, face the fear of color, crazy really pushed Yuanqi, want
to escape.

  However, the more she struggled, the more discoveries, Chen Fei this invisible
means of control, it is too much fear of



terror, but she could not move her at all.

  For a time, the viper felt a desperate feeling in his heart.

  However, as a killer, seizing any chance to survive is her creed.

  Looking at Chen Fei walking towards himself, the viper's tight cheeks suddenly
relaxed, and looked at Chen Fei, showing a smile, charming and relaxed, as if facing a
person who was not trying to kill himself, "Mr. Chen, you Do you really have the heart to start
with me? "

  Charming voice, tempting expression. For a time, Chen Fei gave an illusion that
the woman in front of her became Yao Yu who she knew some time ago.

  Maybe it was Yao Yu's familiar tone that made Chen Fei relax, or maybe Chen Fei
didn't want to kill her yet.

  For a while, Chen Fei really didn't do it, just looked at the poisonous snake and
asked, "I have a few questions to ask you."

  "Mr. Chen, what do you want to ask, I must cooperate. You are my life-saving
benefactor!" This woman was addicted for a while, and she really turned into Yao Yu. She
was very charming and said to Chen Fei.

  The expression on Chen Fei's face was cold and solid, and he could not see joy,
anger, sorrow, and asked: "Tell me about the situation of your blood-blade killer
organization." The

  poisonous snake's eyes rolled, and his thoughts flowed quickly, immediately With a
twisted body, she said very charmingly: "Mr. Chen, I want to tell you what you want to know."

  "Division of levels, strength of personnel, and location of the headquarters." Chen
Fei said.

  "Okay, I will tell Mr. Chen you immediately." The viper at this moment is extremely
coordinated, without any hesitation. "Mr. Chen, this is the case. Our blood-blade killer
organization, the killers are divided from low to high according to strength and performance.
"Bronze killer, silver killer, gold killer and diamond killer."

  "Among them, the strength of the bronze killer is mostly at the yellow level. The
silver killer is mostly at the meta level. The gold killer corresponds to the prefecture level.
The diamond killer corresponds to the sky level. Master level. "

  Hearing this, Chen Fei raised his eyebrows and said," Heaven level master? You
blood blade organization, there are heaven level warriors willing to be killers? "



  The snake snake said: "Heavenly masters are naturally very rare. Those who are
willing to be killers are even rarer. Among our blood blades, diamond killers are almost
legendary. I know that there are only The boss of our Blood Blade headquarters and the two
retired gangsters are diamond killers. The others are gone. "

  " Actually, in the past two decades, our blood blade organization, the diamond killer
has never shot again. . The real top strength is our gold medal killer. "

  Chen Fei continued to ask:" How many of your blood blade gold medal killers are,
who are they? "

  Viper is very cooperating, saying :" Our blood blade is also divided into different
regions. . I belong to the Asian region, and our headquarters is on an unknown tropical path
in Southeast Asia. In this area, we have a total of nine gold medal killers. Tieshan and I are
two of them. "

  " We are all Chinese. People, so the boss of our Asian division sent us to perform
this task! "

  " The boss of the Asian region? What is his situation? "Chen Fei asked.

  Viper said: "His name is Song Kan. He is seventy years old. He is a master of
Muay Thai. He has been famous for decades. He is the head of our blood-blade organization
and the Asian region. It is my immediate supervisor. "

  Song Kan!" Chen Fei wrote down the name and continued to ask, "What about the
other regions?"

Chapter 899
The viper shook his head and said, "I don't know very well. We are relatively independent
among the various regions, and confidential information is also kept secret. Therefore, I don't
know the situation in other regions."

  Chen Feining's brows were silent for a while. There was a silence for a moment
before speaking to the viper: "Is there any other information?" The

  viper's charming eyes flowed, a charming and pitiful look, shaking his head, saying:
"Mr. Chen, all I know is already I ’m telling you. I said so much, can you let me do it once? ”

  Chen Fei snorted coldly,“ What do you think? ”The

  poisonous snake lowered its eyebrows with a disappointed expression,“ Mr. Chen,
I Willing to be your cow and horse. Do whatever you want me to do! "During the



  speech, the poisonous snake licked his red lips, deliberately pulled his collar, and
tempted to look at Chen Fei incomparably.

  Chen Fei's expression was still cold, and there was a burst of red energy in his
hand. He said coldly: "Leave people like you by my side, I'm not at ease."

  "Mr. Chen, are you really going to kill me?" It is very pitiful and pitiful, "If you really
want to kill me, Mr. Chen, I would like to ask Mr. Chen to satisfy my last little wish."

  "What wish?" Chen Feidao.

  "I hope that after my death, Mr. Chen, you can throw my body into the river water."
The poisonous snake said with a crying voice, "I grew up in a small water township in China.
Since I left my hometown when I was ten years old, , I have never returned to my country. I
hope that when I die, I will be able to merge with water. "

  Chen Fei looked at the poisonous snake's eyes, paused for a moment, nodded,
and said," I can satisfy you Wish. "

  " Thank you Mr. Chen. "The poisonous snake nodded with tears, then spread his
arms, closed his eyes, and looked ready to accept death.

  Chen Fei politely hit the red spirit in his hand directly into the heart of the
poisonous snake.

  Suddenly, the viper's face changed drastically, a spout of blood spewed out of his
mouth, the expression in his eyes quickly passed, and his body fell on the deck without
breath.

  Chen Fei Yang hand then, the snake's body thrown into the water, looking at the
order of her body was carried away, and whispered: "! Up to you with a gift that song back to
survey it."

  Then, Chen Fei Turn around and leave.

  Then, just half an hour after Chen Fei left.

  In the turbulent river, the venomous snake that was already dead can no longer die
from the river, and wedged up from the river and entered a weed on the shore. His eyes
were cold, with a fierce killing intention, and he gritted his teeth: "Chen Fly, you killed my life.
If I were not a mirror person, I was born with internal organs and ordinary people, this time, I
must be dead. "

  " However, since I survived, I will never let go Passing you. "With a strong hatred in
the words, the viper dragged the weak body and disappeared.

  A day later, the viper returned to a tropical path in Southeast Asia.



  She was pale and extremely weak, looking at the thin old man sitting in the first
seat, and the six companions around her, and said, "Boss, I'm back." The

  old man is the leader of the Blood Blade organization in Asia.

  Song Kan looked at the incompetent poisonous snake and asked, "Tell me, what
the hell happened? Why did it become like this?" The

  poisonous snake nodded, and they went to Longjiang City this time to deal with
Chen Fei in detail. Tell it again.

  After listening

, several gold medal killers, including Song Kan, all frowned, and they immediately
discussed.

  "Snake, you mean, that Chen Fei's strength has reached the prefecture level? Can
it even be condensed?" Some people marveled at Chen Fei's strength.

  "Isn't that possible? How old is he, how could he be so strong? Viper, are you and
Tieshan too wasteful, and messed up this task yourself, so I found such a poor excuse." The
viper didn't deal with it, and it was a satire at the moment.

  The poisonous snake heard the words, suddenly angry, coughed a few times, and
said: "This is what happened, and we didn't expect that Chen Fei was so strong. There were
many videos on the scene at that time, you don't believe it, you can watch it yourself."

  " I just casually said, what are you so excited about? "

  " I watched the video, but I still can't believe it, then Chen Fei has reached the real
state of condensate? "

  ............

  a burst of discussion and doubt.

  Has not spoken tribute survey, now look to the serpent, the channel: "?? You said
that Chen Fei's strength so strong why, Tieshan died in his hands, but you fled to the"

  His words, The scene suddenly calmed, the viper's complexion changed greatly,
and then quickly said: "Boss, my body is special, the internal organs are opposite to ordinary
people, so I avoided the vital point and escaped."

  "Then Chen Fei's strength is so Strong, don't you even check it out in the end, will
you not check it? "The person who did not deal with the viper said.

  "What do you mean by that?" The viper was furious.



  The other party was not willing to be outdone and said: "Snake, let me tell you the
truth. Can you escape, did you betray the organization, or reveal the secret of our blood
blade?"

  "I-no!" Denied aloud.

  However, at the moment, Song Kan's voice dropped, and he shouted: "To be
honest!" The

  poisonous snake looked cold and could only tell what he had revealed on the ship.
Finally, he added an explanation: "I don't mean what I said. For confidentiality, Chen Fei only
needs to investigate the relationship and find it. "

  " Among them, the most critical content is the identity and location of the personnel
in our Asian headquarters. I am all a fake. Chen Fei will not find it. Ours. "The Viper
explained.

  Some people don't believe it, some people doubt it.

  At this time, Song Kan, looking at the poisonous snake, was silent for a while, and
seemed to be thinking about something.

  Seeing the viper, he approached and

  quickly excused himself, "Boss, I didn't betray the organization, I just--" But when
the viper was about to approach Song Kan, her body suddenly stiffened, and the whole
person was determined In the distance.

  "Snake, what's wrong with you? Don't you really want to betray?" Someone
shouted angrily, looking alert.

  Song Kan was also shocked, and Zhenyuan's breath began to surge.

  At this moment, the venomous snake screamed suddenly, and a black spot
appeared on his chest.

  The black spots grew bigger and bigger, and there was a burning flame flower
flashing inside.

  The flame continued to spread, spreading to the whole body of the viper in the
scream of the viper, and eventually burned him to a pile of ashes.

  Seeing this scene, Song Kan surveyed the seven of them, and at the moment they
couldn't help but be surprised.

  The faces of several of them sank down, looking at the ashes burned by the
poisonous snake's body. Fly, you are provoking our entire Blood Blade! "



Chapter 900
At the same time, Chen Fei in the Du Medical Museum in Longjiang City, thousands of miles
away, suddenly felt a flutter of throbbing. He could not help but moved his heart and looked
up into the distance, whispering to himself, "It seems , Song Kan received the gift I gave him.
"

  " This time, it's just a warning. If Blood Blade doesn't stop, I don't mind going in
person to give the Blood Blade Asian Branch a direct pot. Chen Fei looked at the distance,
secretly said.

  At this moment, Du Cang's voice came behind him, "Brother Fei, people brought."

  Chen Fei nodded and turned to walk into the Du Medical Museum.

  When he walked in, Chen Fei saw Dong Hao kneeling on the ground.

  At the moment, Dong Hao, with a mess of hair, stared at a pair of dark circles, and
the clothes on his body were crumpled and looked very ugly. The whole person became a
hobo completely, and he couldn't see the kind of self-confidence and spirit he had before.

  Du Lao and the other members of the Du Medical Hall stood on both sides, all eyes
on Dong Hao. With anger and indignant pity in his eyes, he continued to sigh and shook his
head.

  Chen Fei and Du Cang walked in, and Du Lao hurried over and bowed to Chen
Fei, saying: "Xiao Chen, this time, I have nothing to teach. Let the wicked do this kind of
thing. I really don't know how to express my apology, I can only give you— "

  " Old Du, this time, don't blame you. "Chen Fei reached out and helped Du old to
salute himself.

  Then, Chen Fei walked to Dong Hao, and looked down upon Dong Hao, who was
in a state of embarrassment at the moment. There was silence for a while, and the emotions
in his heart kept surging.

  Originally, Chen Fei was quite fond of Dong Hao. This young man is very talented
in medicine, very spiritual, and outgoing and lively, and he likes it enthusiastically. If he
studied attentively, Chen Fei wouldn't mind giving him a few medical techniques of pressing
the bottom of the box.

  But I didn't expect this time because of Yao Yu. Dong Hao was involved in the
kidnapping of Huo Dongwei.

  This kind of thing, how can Chen Fei not be angry, after solving the poisonous
snake and Tieshan, people immediately found the paralyzed Dong Hao at home and brought
him back.



  After a moment of silence, Chen Fei said, "You say it yourself, how is the whole
thing going?"

  "I--" Dong Hao looked up at Chen Fei, then immediately lowered his head and
dared not look at Chen Flying eyes. The words in the mouth are also turbulent, I do not know
how to speak.

  Du Lao and Du Cang were angry and anxious beside them, and hurriedly came to
drink.

  "Xiao Chen is asking you something, what are you still doing, saying ah!"

  "Brother, this time, you have made it clear, what the hell is going on?"

  ...

  Dong Hao flashed a strange color in his eyes, and then Slowly, he said, "Actually,
things have to start from the last time I and Fei--Mr. Chen and Yao Yu had dinner at the
Haihao Hotel. I ..."

  Dong Hao continued, and Chen Fei immediately Quickly figured out what
happened.

  It was the last time I ate at a hotel, when the scene where Yao Yu took the initiative
to gather on Chen Fei, Dong Hao, who was pursuing Yao Yu, had a misunderstanding, and
immediately jealous and left.

  At that time, Chen Fei originally wanted to find an opportunity to explain to him.

  No one thought, Chen

after leaving the fly, YAO immediately called the Dong Hao called back. In the private
room, Yao Yu cried and explained the whole thing to Dong Hao.

  Yao Yu said that at that time Chen Fei took the initiative to move her foot and
wanted to take advantage of her. She was just a primary school teacher, and she did not
dare to resist Chen Fei such a big figure, so she was helpless. In fact, the person she really
loves is Dong Hao.

  Yao Yu knew that she was wrong. She said that if Dong Hao would mind, she
would be willing to leave and never see Dong Hao again.

  A far-fetched, far-fetched explanation, but for Dong Hao, who was completely
fascinated by Yao Yu, he couldn't tell. In addition, Yao Yu was crying and crying in front of
him, and took the initiative to give her a hug and let Dong Hao's body and heart soften.
Without any doubt in his heart, he immediately believed in Yao Yu's words.

  Therefore, Dong Hao naturally dissatisfied with Chen Feisheng.



  Taking advantage of this dissatisfaction, Yao Yu continued to provoke and imply
Dong Hao. Let Dong Hao help to investigate the whereabouts of Lin Qiuhan and several
people close to Chen Fei.

  Originally, when these things happened, Dong Hao was already somewhat
skeptical. However, under the influence of Yao Yu's continually confusing soup, he didn't
even think so much, he directly used his identity to enter the autumn group and figured out
Lin Qiuhan's whereabouts.

  Dong Hao told Yao Yu after the information he had investigated. Yao Yu
immediately arranged manpower to prepare to kidnap Lin Qiuhan to threaten Chen Fei. This
is also the scene where Lin Qiuhan's car broke down on the way home.

  However, because Chen Fei arranged for Xie Yuan to protect them in secret, the
operation of Yao Yu's kidnapping of Lin Qiuhan was ultimately unsuccessful.

  As a result, they retreat second and kidnapped Huo Dongwei who had a good
relationship with Chen Fei. This is the scene where Yao Yu threatened Chen Fei with Huo
Dongwei in the martial arts hall.

  However, Dong Hao did not know about the kidnapping. He just knew that Yao Yu
wanted him to gather information about people close to Chen Fei.

  It wasn't until that day that the picture of Huo Dongwei's abduction was broadcast
live on the Internet. Dong Hao knew that he was in trouble. Yao Yu's identity was not
ordinary at all. The so-called love of her in her mouth was nothing more than a false lie. He
was used by Yao Yu.

  Because of this, Dong Hao was hit hard. The whole person stayed at home for two
days without eating, drinking or sleeping, and boiled up to what he is until he was brought
over by Du Lao.

  Chen Fei looked at the decadent Dong Hao, and for a moment did not know what
to say.

  He was not malicious, but because he was fascinated by Yao Yu and tempted by
rhetoric, he was eventually exploited and almost made a big mistake.

  After a pause, Chen Fei gave a long sigh, looked at Dong Hao, and said: "The
whole thing, I know. Although subjectively speaking, you don't mean harm. But objectively,
you do help. It ’s a sin. ”

  Dong Hao ’s eyes sank, and he nodded gently, his mouth snorted, and whispered:“
I ’

  m wrong, I ’m willing to be punished. ” Chen Fei nodded,“ I will definitely punish.
Punish you. "



  Wen Yan, Du Lao Du Cang and the others in the Du Medical Hall couldn't help
looking at Chen Fei slightly.

  Of course they knew that Dong Hao could not escape the punishment in this
matter. But how heavy the punishment is, they cannot speculate.

  The punishment is too light, I am afraid Chen Fei will not be happy. The
punishment was too heavy, and if Dong Hao was really abolished, Du Lao and they felt a pity
again. After all, Dong Hao is good.


